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Tatty left Angelo five years ago, although she loved him dearly. She felt she was unfit to marry

Angelo because of a tragic event, for which she blames herself. Just when she is getting over the

pain, she has to go see Angelo to deal with the mess her brother Lachlan made at one of

AngeloÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s hotels. She knows Angelo will be bitter toward her after the lie she told when

breaking up with him, but never did she expect that she would have to marry Angelo to take

responsibility for her brotherÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s actions!
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Come on this was just too much even for a HEA it's so unrealistic it's annoying. No one goes

through tram then magically over comes.

One thing I can say I was never bored reading this book. I have grown tired of the simpering,

naÃƒÆ’Ã‚Â¯ve ingÃƒÂ©nue of HLP romances so when I read about a strong, independent, flawed

woman I am generally happy. This leading lady was good but could have benefitted from a little

therapy. Her demons were a lot to bring into any relationship. I liked the leading man a lot - strong,



tender, loving, no demons - which was a good balance. BUT I wish HLP would stop using marriage

as REVENGE tactic. Overall a good read, it resonates.

Natalie is bad-tempered and combative, but with good reason. I enjoyed how she never gave

ground to Angelo after he blackmailed her into marriage. What kind of idiot holds a brother's prison

sentence over a woman to force her into marriage, and then turns around and tells her that he's on

her side?! Thank god she wasn't the typical Harlequin heroine who is suddenly okay with someone

coercing them into something they don't want after the honeymoon. I liked that she told her

husband's parents point blank that she may not want children and didn't back down when they tried

to guilt-trip her. But her emotional issues run too deep to be resolved in the context of a romantic

relationship that wasn't that great to begin with. And it left a sour taste in my mouth for her to get

lectures on what's healthy from a man who entered into a relationship to get revenge on her! Angelo

thought about how he regretted forcing her hand, but I never felt like he apologized to her properly

for the karcked-up way he handled everything.

Surrendering All But Her Heart is a romance about getting a second chance at your first love. It's a

sweet and passionately hot story.Natalie Armitage has always opened herself up physically but

never emotionally. She learned at a very young age, from her tyrant father, that if your emotions get

involved you can get deeply hurt. So after living with and having a passionate affair with Angelo

Belladini, she runs away from him at the first hint that he wants marriage.Now five Years later, her

brother has provided the perfect opportunity for him to exact his revenge and get her back in his

bed. So he blackmails her to marry him or her brother will face charges for what he has done.

Natalie must accept his request, or the guilt she carries would only increase with more

burdens.While the chemistry between them is still hot if not even more hot and passionate then

before, Angelo is still missing a part that Natalie always keeps to herself, her heart. But he will have

to discover why she is so prickly and help her get rid of the guilt and burden she carries from a very

young age if she is to give them a chance at loving each other with their whole hearts.This is a very

beautiful story, with lots of depth to the characters. There was a reason behind each of their

personalities, the differences in each of their upbringing shaped them into the people they were.If

you like a deep, sweet and passionate romance with a few painful secrets to be discovered for love

to overcome, then this is a story for you.Reviewed at HarlequinJunkie.com

Surrendering all but her heart is the latest masterpiece of the perfect lovers reunited romance



entwined with passion,intrigue and above all a scandalous secret.Mrs Milburne has for years

entertained readers with stories filled with extreme passion,true love and stories that border so close

on real life situations that I have always been able to get completely lost and entranced and be left

with the old saying ...that could definitely happen.In Surrendering all but her heart she has gone

even further than I have seen in her other novels. Yes,again she added her trademark tension

between her characters Angelo and Natalie that gave the book it's feistyness. And once again I was

more than just a little connected to them both,but this time Mrs Milburne surpassed all the

expectations I as reader have set.She took the old tale of lovers reunited to a whole new level,by

not only writing a beautiful love story but by giving it such raw emotion it had me reaching for the

tissues in no time ( seriously ladies by chapter three already) and this time I really cried my heart out

and afterwards I had to take a deep breath to be able to come out of the magical world of romance

she created and back to reality.Mrs Milburne is famous for her passionate and hot sex scenes,I

have only been able to find one other author that has been able to reach the level of passion in sex

scenes such as Mrs Milburne does,but this time around Mrs Milburne did so much more,she added

a higher and deeper level of understanding,compassion and sensuality to her scenes to the extent

that it was if I was experiencing Angelo's every touch and hearing his every unspoken word.Then

last but certainly not least Mrs Milburne is famous for her more than perfect endings,this time

around yes she did create the perfect ending we as readers all love,but on such a realistic level it

left me with the perfect feeling of warmth,love and happiness and the believe that behind the most

explosive of relationships lies the hearts of two people who share that once in a lifetime love that will

never die.Well done Mrs Milburne you have once again proved why your books are best sellers

worldwide.
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